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Research
Context
• Part of larger COVI_MEDIA project with 8 research units per country
(ITA & US) studying media-related phenomena about the first 90
days of the pandemic (Jan 1° - April 30° 2020).
• My unit: focus on bottom-up discourse on social media about
COVID-19.
• What are the main discursive modes about COVID-19?
• What kind of users are active in COVID-19 topics at different
stages?

• Understand the topics, tones &
practices shaping public
discourse on social media in
Italy during the initial phase of
the COVID-19 pandemic.

Objective

• Underlying assumption: social
media as proxy for social
discourse.
• Research setting: Facebook
• Twitter: easier to do data
collection, but skewed
socio-demographically;
Instagram: more difficult to
do data collection, less and
skewed sociodemographically.

Methods
• Corpus: all text-containing comments on all posts
published on COVID between January 1° and March 31°
(n=2,368) by the most popular newspaper FB account, La
Repubblica (n=705,538).
• Main Techniques:
• Analysis of content (word frequencies, bigrams &
trigrams, collocations + manual coding) →
identification of topics
• Analysis of users behaviors (frequency, quantity
and length of posting, lexical variation, content) →
User profiles and patterns

The infrastructure
• Post-Cambridge Analytica, Facebook Graph API is
(understandably) increasingly limited for these kinds of
analyses: a post-API World (Freelon, 2018).
• Collecting Facebook conversation requires the development
(and maintenance) of a dedicated infrastructure which
mimicks an user and is able to:
• Collect the posts published by a source
• Collect each comment published underneath a post
• Collect replies to that comment
• The core technique is html parsing:
• Content is loaded and pertinent html elements (e.g. the
text of a comment) are identified by their css identifiers.

The problem of
sourcing

• Getting the posts published by a public
page is limited by Facebook stopping
scrolling after a few thousand posts.
• This forces the infrastructure to involve
a third-party provider who archives
Facebook posts from pages.
• Problem of interoperability

Blindfolded Chess
• Facebook protects itself using:
• TOS specifications.
• “Smart” detection techniques against
harvesting agents, based for example
on the frequency of requests, useragents etc. leading to bans.
• “Dumb” Interface limitations (i.e.
scrolls are limited)
• “Mid-level” limitations such as
frequent css reshuffling which
confuses the harvesting agent.
• The agent does not know when and what
changes will be operated by Facebook
• Constant, expensive maintenance.

Privacy Protection
• Identification of users for statistical purposes requires
unique identifiers (user profile url)

• Ethical and legal challenge of privacy and compliance
(GDPR compliance).
• Academic research usually falls under «public interest» for GDPR
purposes.

• We adopted anonymization through SHA256 encryption at
the source of usernames and profile urls, which we used as
user indentifiers.

Downstream: Analytical
Challenges
• Facebook comments tend to mimick spoken
language, and are subject to a very wide topical
variation.
• We have been bad so far at implementing automatic
topic modelling.
• LDA techniques has performed
unsatisfactorily.
• Named entity recognition algorithms also
performed badly.
• “Basic” NLP techniques (e.g. analysis of
frequencies of n-grams) have returned more
solid results.
• A lot of manual analysis & coding has been
involved.
• Visual communication is not, at this stage, captured
by the analysis (memes etc.)
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Next Steps

• Applying those techniques to
understand how AI is thematized in
Facebook through the analysis of five
newspapers (Guardian, Le Temps,
LeMonde, Independent, New York
Times)
• Degree of uncertainy about Facebook
«next moves»; difficult to plan ahead.

Conclusions
• Understanding Facebook discourse dynamics is
a core concern, particularly in times of crisis.
• Facebook terms of use appear way too
restrictive; solid, empirically-grounded research
becomes very expensive iunder them.
• But even if we got Facebook’s permission to
harvest its data, its limitations and constraints
still make data collection and processing very
costly and risky.
• The academic community should fight for easier
academic access to Facebook data, while
preserving privacy.

